
 

hello all + anonymous ibex! 
 
all present 
 

1. Announcement from ESF chairs (east side festival); elections coming soon for this year’s chairs! 
a. Conjoined event between the east side dorms = east campus and random and their 

alumni = of east campus, random, bexley, senior haus 
b. We invite alumni to come back and visit 
c. What do ESF chairs do? 

i. Talk to admin to figure out what exactly we are allowed to do.  
d. We are starting the planning process earlier (as recommended by DSL + Housing)! Let’s 

get this on people’s radars.  
e. ESF is the first weekend in May.  

2. Majority voting on the following: 
a. Tap access for contractors not affiliated with MIT 
b. Shibboleth for MIT residents - this means a commitment to knowing it! 
c. Getting rid of Munroe stairwell buzz-in entry. 

3. Some [shibboleth] opinionating ensues: 
a. The shibboleth is problematic because ghosts won’t know it. 
b. How would you respond to someone not knowing? 
c. Not very secure. 

 
Shibboleth failed to pass, 0-10.  
 

4. Contractor card opinionating: 
a. Whose job would it be to get the card back?  
b. Can we make sure they give the cards back? 

i. Do an exchange? 
c. Just deactivate missing cards. 
d. Copying the cards is a serious crime.  
e. Is this already a thing?  

i. Ask Joe G?  
 
Contractor card passes, 9-1.  
 

5. Munroe opinionating: 
a. Buzz-ins get used for deliveries and packages as well 
b. The idea: you have to walk through Talbot / by Desk instead of just sneaking in sneakily 
c. Current desk workers say: about two people per hour during the middle, one person per 

evening shift buzzes in. 
d. Making a security desk is another problem.  
e. Psychological factor of walking past people.  
f. If something happens, at least someone has (more likely) seen the intruder? 

i. But eyewitness accounts are *suboptimal 
g. Most intruders don’t come in through Desk? 

 
Munroe buzz-in removal passes, 8-2. 
 



 

6. Pinpad logistics (oh yeah!) 
a. Different halls different codes = confusion and limiting of inter-hall travels. 

i. But you can still use tap access. 
b. Changing it often makes it for residents like they don’t have pincodes (defeats the point) 
c. Random keycode purchasing link: 

https://www.gokeyless.com/product/keyincode-kic5510/ 
d. Scramble which doors require tap access/door locking by allowing halls to decide. 
e. Pincode spreading? -- > You can, if you’re in a stairwell, get into any hall.  
f. Still more secure than nothing. 
g. Neville Longbottom syndrome? (someone writes down all 10 codes... Sirius Black gets in) 
h. Someone got in from the fire escape ?? 
i. Focus on keeping out intruders who don’t know East Campus. 
j. If you email Desk with a general description, they will already not open the door for this 

person.  
 

7. General consensus: one six digit code to rule them all! + This is something that we can change.  
 

8. Referendum notes:  
a. Will probably be somewhere in the realm of ranked choice voting/ instant runoff / single 

transferable etc.  
b. Also, phrase the question such that you know that there will be keypad/pinpad locks in 

Bemis/Hayden, they just wouldn’t be on. 
 

9. Having Keith Moser (the head of MIT’s security operations) + Rich Hilton (= Keith Moser’s boss) 
come by to speak 

a. Make sure MIT knows we reserve the power to take them away. 
b. Would this affect East Campus’ decision? 

i. Yep 
c. Have a process (formalized) for de-activation.  

 
10. Back in the day, we used to have real keys on real doors with real locks and real people with real 

feelings.  

https://www.gokeyless.com/product/keyincode-kic5510/

